WCRT 2019: become a partner and put your young talents under the spotlight!

**New!** WCRT2019 IS SUPPORTING TALENT ATTRACTION AND RETENTION! Involving young railway professionals, providing them with an opportunity to gain access to international exposure and offering a networking platform for young railway talent.

The “young railway professionals” can be either newcomers to the company or students from Company’s partner Universities.

We offer up to 3 regular fees participation, for your young professionals that will benefit from a specific program organized during the congress, in order to catch their expectations and feedback and to enhance their cross-cultural skills.

This will be a starting point for sharing young talents international network, at least up to the next WCRT (2021)

The partner will furthermore have a **5 minutes slot at the beginning of the Congress to present the young professionals** and to explain to the Congress why the Company decided to reward them with participation to the Congress (e.g. made innovative research – were 1st during a recruiting day competition etc.)

Naturally, as a partner you will get your **logo on the front page** (footer) of ppt-presentations, **full-page advertisement** in and **logo on the back page** of the congress booklet. There will be a specific section on the booklet as Talent supporting partners as well.

The Partner Free accommodation is provided for 20 young talents on a “first arrived, first served” basis.

**Talent Partenship option**: 8.000.- Euro

Talent website: [www.railtalent.org](http://www.railtalent.org)
Your company is not an official partner SUPPORTING TALENT ATTRACTION AND RETENTION? Still you want to promote your talented young colleagues? The special Talent programme organized in the frame of WCRT 2019 will be accessible for them, at no additional cost!

- Give recognition to your talents
- Give them the opportunity to join an international network
- Boost their global skills
- Give them the voice in order to have a better understanding of young talents' needs
- Let them develop the internalization programme for young talents

It is good for their development as well as the company's development!

The programme will consist of dedicated sessions with a professional coach for a small group of talents (3 maximum for each company) that will have the opportunity to present the results of their work in the last day plenary session of the Congress!

Nominated talent must be registered by their company at www.wcrt2019.org

Talent website: www.railtalent.org